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Abstract

Proton beam therapy is a well-established medical procedure for treating certain kinds of

cancer, and is uniquely suited for treatment of head, neck, and eye tumors. Despite the

continuous improvements in medical physics treatment plan simulations, improper tissue

irradiation can easily occur if there is a shift in the tumor and/or critical organs during the

irradiation process. A fully implantable dosimeter for in vivo dose measurements can provide

closed loop treatment feedback to a physician during radiation treatments, and assist in

enabling full irradiation of a tumor. This work details the theory behind a fully implantable,

1 mm3 MOSFET dosimeter mote, and provides a set of instructions for characterizing this

mote for in vivo work. An o↵ the shelf nMOS, ALD1106, was irradiated at Crocker Nuclear

Laboratory at UC Davis using an ocular melanoma treatment plan. The ALD1106 devices

were further characterized with a piezoelectric transducer and a water tank in order to

determine backscatter amplitude shifts as a function of dose received, a precursor to future

in vivo work with an nMOS ASIC. The experimental method used and improvements for

the fully implantable device are also described.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The primary motivation behind this project is to create a long-term, micro-biomedical im-

plant for in vivo dosimetry measurements in radiation oncology applications.

Proton beam therapy is a well-established medical procedure for treating certain kinds of

cancer, and is uniquely suited for treatment of head, neck, and eye tumors. In order to

e↵ectively treat a patients tumor, medical physicists have developed various simulations to

model proton interactions with tissue and create a patient specific treatment plan that deter-

mines optimal gaze angles, the depth of penetration, and width of the spread-out-Bragg Peak

necessary to encompass the target tumor. Despite the continuous improvements in medical

physics treatment plan simulations, improper tissue irradiation can easily occur if there is a

physical shift in the tumor and/or critical organs during the irradiation process (e.g. patient

movement). Currently, there are no fully implantable feedback methods to assure proper

irradiation of a tumor, and inform a physician what the in vivo dose is. We propose the use

of a simple MOSFET silicon based radiation detector that employs ultrasonic power har-

vesting and backscatter communication through the use of a piezoelectric transducer. When

a MOSFET is irradiated, there is a characteristic shift in the FET threshold voltage. This

shift is primarily due to physical damage in the oxide layer of the device. The change in

threshold voltage of the MOSFET is linearly dependent on the amount of oxide damage in

the device, and this linear dependence is ideal for stability in our measurements.
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Figure 1.1: A. Outline of current proton beam therapy treatments, and Proton beam therapy

treatments starts with ultrasound (US) imaging of the tumor, and develops patient specific materials

for the actual radiation treatment. A minimal surgical procedure is required to place 2.5 mm

diameter tantalum rings for beam positioning purposes before the proton beam therapy treatment.

The EYEPLAN sub-figure in 1.1A, iii. is adapted from [1]. B. Proposed Dosimetry Dust addition

to current treatment plan. An implantable dosimeter is added in the surgical step that can provide

in vivo dosimetry measurements with ultrasound backscatter from the device during proton beam

treatments.
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To determine localized dose information in vivo, we can use radiation induced threshold volt-

age and I
DS

shifts to modulate the amplitude of a backscattered ultrasound communication

wave, and correlate the received amplitude modulation to a known dose. By implanting

these micro Dosimetry Dust devices near the tumor of interest, or near critical organ areas,

we can extract important localized dose information.

The current proton beam therapy treatment plan is shown in Figure 1.1A, and further de-

scribed in the Proton Beam Therapy Methods section. In order to take in vivo dosimetry

measurements, the ultrasound MOSFET Dosimetry Dust device is proposed to be implanted

concurrrently with a surgical procedure required for proton beam treatment, shown in Figure

1.1B.

The current ASIC device consists of a dosimeter nMOS, and a resistor bridge (which provides

a virtual ground for in vivo implants). This is connected to a piezoelectric transducer crystal

(PZT) which provides the power and communication capabilities of the finished device.

The Maharbiz and Carmena research groups at UC Berkeley have demonstrated the feasibil-

ity of using ultrasonic power harvesting and backscatter communication to wirelessly power

and communicate with CMOS implants [2]–[5]. The device has been built and tested for use

as an implant in chronic brain machine interfaces [3], [4]. It is possible that the MOSFET

in the devices built in [3], [4] can be used as a dosimeter for the proton beam therapies of

ocular melanomas done at the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory at UC Davis.

1.2 Proton Beam Therapy Methods

Proton beam therapy is a type of radiation therapy typically reserved for shallow cancers

near the surface of the skin. This is due to the physical size of the proton ( 10�15 m), which

makes it uniquely qualified for shallow tumor irradiations [6], [7].

Stopping power is the sum of electronic stopping power and nuclear stopping power. For

proton interactions in the energy range of interest, nuclear stopping power is negligible (see

Figure 1.2) [8]. Electronic stopping power for heavy charged particles (protons, deuterons,
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alpha particles) is described by the Blethe - Bloch equation, shown in Equation 1.1.

dE

dx
= 4⇡r2

0

z2
mc2

�2

NZ


ln

✓
2mc2

I
�2�2

◆
� �2

�
+ corrections (1.1)

r
0

= 2.818 ⇤ 1015m is the classical electron radius, z is the charge on the particle, (z = 1 for

the proton), mc2 is rest mass of the particle, and Z is the atomic number of the absorber

material [9]. Equations describing N , �, and � are described in Equations 1.2, 1.3, 1.4.

N is the number of atoms/m3 in the absorber material,

N = ⇢(N
A

/A) (1.2)

where ⇢ is the density of the absorber material, N
A

is Avogadro’s number = 6.022 ⇤ 1023,

and A is the absorber material’s atomic weight.

� =
(T +mc2)

mc2
=

1p
1� �2

(1.3)

T is the particle’s incident kinetic energy in MeV.

� =

r
1� 1

�2

(1.4)

Stopping power typically is shown in units of MeV cm2/g as a way to normalize it to the

density of the material a charged particle is going through (absorber material) . In order to

find out how much energy is being deposited in the silicon junction of a MOSFET, one can

either use Equation 1.1 to calculate stopping power in silicon, or one can use NIST (National

Institute of Standards and Technology) PSTAR which has already done the calculations in

Equation 1.1 for a set number of incident energies. In practice, it is suggested that one
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Figure 1.2: Stopping power and ranges for protons in silicon from NIST PSTAR. Data tables of

stopping power for incident energy can be downloaded from the NIST website [8]. Note that the

nuclear stopping power is negligible for the proton’s stopping power in silicon for the ranges plotted.

download the NIST PSTAR data tables if the incident energy of question is within the NIST

range of 10�3 to 104 MeV. If the energy in question is outside of the range that NIST PSTAR

calculates, it is likely that a version of Equation 1.1 will need to be used that includes a

mathematical correction for the energy in question [9].

When energy is lost in the absorber material, as described by the stopping power dE/dx,

the proton will lose velocity and slow to a stop in the absorber material [10]. A large amount

of energy is deposited in the absorber material right before the proton comes to a complete

stop, which creates a characteristic peak known as a Bragg Peak. Proton beam therapy uti-

lizes this large dE/dx to deposit large amounts of energy over a small distance, �x, in order

to treat shallow tumors e↵ectively. By using multiple bragg peaks together during treatment

(so-called Spread Out Bragg Peak, SOBP), a tumor can be irradiated with minimal dose

to healthy surrounding tissues [23]. Figure 1.3 A shows a sample proton dose deposition

in comparison to electrons and photons, while 1.3 B demonstrates how the proton Bragg
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Peak is iterated to create the Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP). The SOBP is created using

a variable thickness attenuator disk as shown in Figure 1.3 D, which is designed to spread

out evenly over a patient’s tumor. An example of how the SOBP treats both tumor tissue

and the surrounding area for ocular melanoma treatments is shown in Figure 1.3 C.

Figure 1.4 outlines the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory Cycloton and Proton Beam. The cy-

clotron utilizes extremely strong magnets to strip an electron o↵ of hydrogen to create a

proton. This proton is cyclically accelerated to 67.5 MeV, before entering the treatment

room. The primary focus in this work occurs once the proton has entered the treatment

room. There are two radiation detectors, the first before a water column, and the second

right before the patient collimator, which does raw counts of protons. The water column

can be filled to varying water levels to attenuate the beam before the beam reaches the pa-

tient. Water column parameters as well as the raw counts for each irradiation are included

in Appendix A.

In order to accurately position the proton beam for proton beam therapy, each patient must

undergo a surgery prior to scheduled proton beam treatment. In this procedure, tantalum

rings with a 2.5 mm diameter are sutured onto the sclera of the eye near the tumor site for

beam positioning, shown in Figure 1.5 [6]. The surgery is done 2-3 weeks prior to proton

beam treatments in order for swelling to subside from this surgery [6]. This critical step in

the current proton beam therapy process provides an oppertunity for the Dosimetry Dust

implantable device to be attached or sutured into critical dosimetry measurement locations

near the tumor, shown in Figure 1.5. A sub-1mm3 Dosimetry Dust device may be attached

to the tantalum rings, or implanted into the sclera of the eye itself. The Dosimetry Dust

devices will also need to be encapsulated to last the remainder of the patients life (as the

tantalum rings are not removed post-treatment), and cause minimal interferance with the

proton beam treatment.

1.3 Current State of the Art

Although there have been notable advances in miniaturization of CMOS devices for radiation

detection [15]–[19], the current state of the art implantable dosimetry continues to use radio
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Figure 1.3: A. Bragg peak comparison for photon, electron, and protons, where relative dose is the

amount of energy deposited in a mass of absorber material (Dose Depth curves) [11]. B. Spread out

bragg peak, adapted from Davino, [12]. C. Patient treatment plan is designed by UC Davis medical

physicists designed using EYEPLAN software. Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) calibrations in the

beam allow for precise localized tissue irradiation from the EYEPLAN simulations [13] D. Variable

thicknesses of a tissue equivalent attenuator are formed into a disk. When spun in the beam path,

this attenuator creates a SOBP treatment that is tailored to the patient.
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Figure 1.4: Layout of the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory’s 67.5 MeV cyclotron and proton beam

treatment room. This figure is adapted from [14].

Figure 1.5: Implantation of the Dosimetry Dust device can occur alongside the 2.5 mm diameter

tantalum ring implantation surgery. This occurs 2 weeks prior to irradiation [6].
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Table 1.1: There are two main makers that sell on the market implantable dosimeters that utilize

the MOSFET as a radiation sensing mechanism; Sicel Technologies and Thomson Nielson Best

Medical [20]–[22]. E.G. Vilanni, et al, is also producing a sub-millimeter dosimeter implant with

RF technology [15].

frequency (RF) as a communication modality [19].

Limitations in RF technologies must still be investigated when used for implantable radiation

detectors in vivo, and there still exists a challenge to wirelessly communicate through tissue

that must be addressed. There are two main companies that provide MOSFET dosimetry

devices to physicians outside of the research phase, Sicel Technologies and Thompson-Nielson

Best Medical Canada. Sicel Technologies no longer operates as of 2011, but their Dose Veri-

fication System is worth mentioning. The Physical Reader Boxes used by Thomson Nielson

Best Medical (Table 1.1), are a wired, ex vivo communication platform to the MOSFET

dosimeter, which may be placed in vivo [21], [22]. Resent research described in [15] shows

promising results on miniaturization for RF based radiation devices, but tissue experiments

describing RF power harvesting and communication must still be performed to demonstrate

feasibility in clinical applications [19]. The novelty of the Dosimetry Dust device is that it

will utilize ultrasound (US) as the communication platform instead of RF. It has been pro-

posed that the overall power transmission e�ciency in a piezoelectric transducer is higher

for ultrasound than RF as reciever size is decreased and positioned farther in vivo from the
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US interrogator. [23]. This indicates that we have better energy harvesting in vivo for an

ultrasound-based device, allowing us to have deeper depth of device penetration in tissue

and a larger backscattered signal than the RF device alternatives [23].

One final aspect of the Dosimetry Dust device is the aggressive miniaturization of the piezo

backscatter communication in the device. Although many current CMOS fabricated devices

are on the order of microns, the current size of a radiation detecting ASIC plus RF commu-

nication components is a 1⇥1mm2 device as of 2016 [15]. This device has the potential to be

scaled to hundreds to tens of microns [4], [5], allowing for extremely non-invasive, long-term

implantable devices.

1.4 Thesis Contribution

This thesis goes through theory, engineering strategies, and experimental steps for the cre-

ation of implantable dosimetry devices that use ultrasound for power and communication.

O↵ the shelf devices were first tested at the proton beam at UC Davis’s Crocker Nuclear

Laboratory, and these were also characterized for ultrasound response. The Neural Dust de-

vices described in [3]–[5] were then taken to the proton beam at Crocker Nuclear Laboratory

for initial radiation dose response characterization. Both the sucesses and failures of these

experiments will be described in this thesis to inform future work in this area.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis will focus on the two main components of the implantable

dosimeter,

1. Theory and design of the ultrasonic wireless power transfer and backscatter communi-

cation

2. Theory and design of MOSFET radiation detectors

The wireless power transfer and backscatter communication will be covered in Chapter 2.

This will not be covered extensively, however, as the theory is already extensively covered in

14



[2]–[4]. Chapter 2 primarily focuses on the impedence component of backscatter communi-

cation, seeing as this is a key component of the implantable radiation sensing device.

Chapter 3 will extensively cover MOS radiation dosimetry in theory, and introduce the engi-

neering strategy for recovering information about dose in an in vivo device. The experimental

procedure and results will be covered in Chapter 4, while the conclusions and suggestions

for future work will be covered in Chapter 5.

The Appendix will provide further information covering the proton beam parameters used

(Appendix A), as well as code used for data collection (Appendix B)
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Chapter 2

Wireless Power and Communication

2.1 Introduction to Dust

Smart dust projects began in the late 1990s by the Pister, Kahn, and Boser groups at UC

Berkeley. The smart dust project aimed to create atonomous networks of MEMS sens-

ing, communication, and computing motes for a variety of wireless purposes [24]. In 2002, a

16mm3 solar powered device was demonstrated, which incorportated a 0.25µm CMOS ASIC,

a 2.6mm SOI solar cell array, and bi-directional optical communication [25]. The original

system aimed to scale these sensing devices into a cubic millimeter mote, for use in a variety

of defense, agriculture, inventory control, product quality, and environmental applications

with optical and/or RF communication [24], [26].

Medical applications of dust started with the Neural Dust project [2]–[5], developed by the

Maharbiz and Carmena labs at UC Berkeley. This project seeked to develop a neural in-

terface device for long term implantation in order to create a closed loop nervous system

interface capable of real time neural recording. A cubic piezoelectric transducer is resonated

with ultrasound to provide energy harvesting in the device and backscatter communication.

The piezo achieves power harvesting by turning acoustic energy into mechanical energy [3],

[4], powering the device in vivo. A 60nm ASIC was designed in TSMC, which incorporates

a nMOS MOSFET with a symmetric resistor bridge to act as an in vivo ground reference.

The devices in Figure 2.1 are the 60 nm Neural Dust ASIC described in [2,3], and were built

with the manufacturing process described extensively by Shen, in ”Assembly of a Wireless

16



Figure 2.1: A. Fully assembled device with a 750⇥750⇥750µm3 PZT crystal and ASIC fabricated

in a 60nm TSMC process B. Zoom of the 500m x 500m with drain (D), source (S), gate (G), and

bulk (B) breakout pads labeled.

Ultrasonic Backscatter System” [5].

2.2 Ultrasonic Power Transfer

Power transfer is highly dependent on the piezo’s orientation relative to the transducer [3],

[4]. The power harvesting step of the piezo is critical in getting the maximum backscatter

shifts in amplitude. Figure 2.2 shows a figure of the oscilloscope labelling power harvesting

and backscatter areas of interest.

In Figure 2.2, a square pulse sequence of 6 pulses at 1.85MHz with an amplitude of ± 20V is

the input pulse at the transducer (yellow curve). Figure 2.2 B shows the power harvested by

the piezo as a result of the input pulse (green curve), while Figure 2.2 C is the backscatter

amplitude pulse (blue curve) of interest for Chapter 4’s data collection. Power harvesting

(green) was done visually for this work, by moving the piezo in 2D until the amplitude of

the green power harvesting curve was at a maximum. Once the maximum power harvesting

location was determined, the piezo was no longer moved, and extra care was taken to reduce

vibrational movement through accidental movement of the water tank.
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Figure 2.2: A. Example of the transducer input pulse (yellow), B. Power harvesting (green), C.

and Backscatter pulse (blue). Maximizing the Power harvesting was done visually by using the

oscilloscope to maximize power harvesting pulses (green).

2.3 Implantable Dosimeter Engineering Strategy

The following strategy can be used to corrolate radiation dose to the change in threshold

voltage, as well as the change in amplitude in the ultrasound backscatter pulse.

1. Irradiate the device with radiation of a known dose in [J/kg]

2. Measure the threshold voltage change in the device �V
T

3. A lower V
T

changes the drain-source current drawn for a given V
DS

, and will also vary

impedance seen across the MOSFET’s drain to source terminals

4. Change in electrical impedance across the MOSFET modulates the reflection coe�cient

of the piezo, a↵ecting ultrasound backscatter amplitude

By correlating the US backscatter amplitude to a known radiation dose, a function can be

develped that determines an unknown dose in vivo.

For the work done in this thesis, the bulk of the MOSFET is tied to a ground port to perform

initial dose characterization without a fluctuating AC bulk voltage. For a fully implantable

18



Figure 2.3: The piezo supplies ± 1V max for a piezo used with a size of 750⇥750⇥750µm3. A. The

drain and gate are are tied together in the FET, allowing for measurements in the FET every half

cycle of the piezoelectric transducers oscillation (the FET is on for only half of the interrogation

cycle). B. This is a symmetric circuit, which allows measurments every cycle (the FET is always on,

since I
ds

constantly switches direction). The maximum Vgs will halve the maximum Vgs obtained

in Figure 2.2 A since the gate is now tied to a symmetric voltage divider.

device, the two circuits diagrams in Figure 2.3 are theoretically proposed, but yet investi-

gated experimentally.

In each of the schematics in 2.3, the bulk is tied to the resistor bridge to allow for an

implantable ”reference ground” for in vivo measurements. The expected e↵ects from this

reference ground in regards to it’s e↵ect on an implantable dosimeter is further investigated

in theory within this work, but not yet measured experimentally. Figure 2.3A ties the Gate

and Drain terminals of the nMOS together to make a device that will be turned on every

half period, when V
gs

> V
t

, and when the V
gs

is positive. Figure 2.3B ties the gate to the

reference ground. Since the nMOS is a symetric device, the device will always be on when

V
gs/gd

> V
t

. I
ds

will switch directions as the gate voltage swings between positive and nega-

tive.

2.4 Ultrasonic Backscatter Detection

When more I
ds

current flows, the impedence seen across the piezo increases. This modulates

impedance across piezo, and this impedance seen across the piezo modulates the backscatter

signal. In Figure 2.4, the piezo’s backscatter pulse is shown. An open across the piezo is
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Figure 2.4: Backscatter amplitude when the piezo is open (blue) vs. shorted (purple). More current

flow across the piezo when shorted corresponds to a decrease in the backscatter amplitude shift.

shown in curve 2.4 A (blue), while shorting the piezo results in curve 2.4 B (purple). There is

a decrease in amplitude of this backscatter signal when the piezo is shorted and current flows.

The piezoelectric transducer currently being used in the device is a PZT (lead zirconate

titanate) crystal, however, other piezoelectric materials may also be used. Barium titanate

(BaTiO
3

) is a good alternative for an implantable piezoelectric transducer, since it does not

have any lead in it. For this work, the PZT crystal was selected since it provided a large

amplitude shift.

Variations in impedance across the piezo from current flow will be reflected as a change in

amplitude in the backscattered US pulse. The relationship of the backscatter amplitude seen

at the ultrasound transducer in relation to the impedance across the piezo and impedance

losses in tissue is shown in 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Table of Amplitude Shifts using Equation 2.1. Average acoustic impedance in tissue is

1.63 ⇥ 106 kg/m3 m/s [27]. Larger tissue impedances will result in larger amplitude shifts for a

given I
ds

Amplitude /
✓
Z

tissue

� Z
mote

Z
tissue

+ Z
mote

◆
2

(2.1)

Using Equation 2.1, we can see that nominal mote reflectivity in vivo as a percentage of the

original pulse gives us a maximum of 83% of the original wave’s amplitude reflected back to

the transducer. By varying the impedence seen across Z
mote

, we can calculate the maximum

expected mote reflectivity. For example, if the impedence seen across the mote, Z
mote

, de-

creases by 10%, the amplitude seen at the transducer decreases to 81% of the outgoing wave.

Table 2.1 some examples of expected amplitude backscatter for a given impedence change

as a percentage of nominal.
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Chapter 3

MOSFET Radiation Detection and

Implantable Strategy

3.1 Introduction to MOSFET Radiation Dosimetry

Radiation induced e↵ects in CMOS devices has been thoroghly investigated and studied over

the past several decades [9], [28]. Many initial e↵orts in radiation characterization arose from

the early telecommunications e↵orts in the late 1950s and early 1960s. In order to develop

radiation hardened devices, a detailed understanding of how radiation interacts with CMOS

devices was required [29]. Ever since, there have been many e↵orts in using MOSFETs for

dosimetry purposes, in both many areas of modern radiation oncology as well as for in-space

dosimetry monitoring in telecommuniction satellites [9], [29], [30]. The use of MOSFETs in

dosimetry by itself is not novel, and only a brief overview of the relevant physical mechanisms

involved in MOSFET dosimetry is further described.

When radiation damage done in the nMOS insulating SiO
2

layer, the threshold voltage

needed to turn on the device is lowered linearly to the amount of radiation recieved [17],

[28], [31]–[33]. The amount of current generated at a specific V
gs

bias voltage increases [17],

[28], [31]–[33].
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Figure 3.1: A. The nMOS junction. When hit by radiation (a proton is demonstrated by the dark

red trajectory line), damage is done in the silicon dioxide SiO
2

junction, which a↵ects the threshold

voltage of the device. For an nMOS, the threshold voltage needed at the gate of the nMOS should

decrease due to the irradiation damage in the SiO
2

layer.

3.1.1 Threshold voltage shifts from interface and oxide traps

When radiation of any kind hits the MOSFET device, energy is deposited in the device in the

form of a dose. We will describe dose using the unit of gray (Gy), which is a unit describing

the energy deposited in a material per mass of the material (Joules per Kilogram). Previous

research focuses on utilizing the MOSFET as a dosimeter by detecting changes in threshold

voltage of the MOSFET [17], [31]–[33]. This requires a measurement of the threshold voltage

of the nMOS or pMOS device before radiation, and a subsequent measurement of the thresh-

old voltage post radiation. Radiation damage creates extra holes in the form of SiO
2

⌘ Si•
and Si

3

⌘ Si• Figure 3.1A shows how the insulating SiO
2

is damaged from radiation. In

general, nMOS and pMOS devices will both have a negative shift in the threshold voltage

required to turn the device on (Figure 3.1B).

There are many theories about the physical mechanism behind this threshold voltage change

in the MOSFET when it is exposed to radiation. However, the overwhelming favorite is

radiation-induced oxide damage [5]. When ionizing radiation of any sort interacts with the

device, the gate oxide of the device (SiO
2

) is damaged. This damage is in three forms, 1.

Oxide charge, 2. Neutral Traps, and 3. Interface Traps. Only oxide charge and interface

traps contribute to threshold voltage shifts from radiation [28].

Oxide charge is created when ionizing radiation generates EHPs in the oxide by physically
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Figure 3.2: (100) interface between the silicon substrate and silicon dioxide (SiO2)

Figure 3.3: When ionizing radiation of any sort interacts with the device, the gate oxide of the device

(SiO2) and the oxide-substrate interface is damaged. This damage creates two main variations of

damage: A. Oxide charge B. Interface Traps

breaking bonds between silicon and Oxygen (Si-O). The following model correlates the radia-

tion induced oxide charge, N
oxide traps

, to the threshold voltage shift and the oxide capacitance

[28].

N
ot

= �V
T

C
ox

q�1 (3.1)

The second contributor to threshold voltage shifts are interface traps, which are generated

at the interface between the oxide layer and the substrate. Ionizing radiation here breaks

one of silicon-x bonds (where x can be Si, O, or H) a dangling bond in Si is formed. The

trivalent bonded Si has one unpaired hole at the interface, which then subsequently a↵ects

what threshold voltage is required to turn the MOS device on.

The non-irradiated (100) Si-SiO
2

interface is shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 shows examples

of interface and oxide traps in (100) silicon. Figure 3.3 A shows an interface trap caused by
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the Si - H bond being broken, while Figure 3.3 B shows an oxide trap caused by a Si - O

bond being broken. These types of bonds break when the device undergoes irradiation, and

is a physical mechanism caused by the energy lost in the material when a charged particle

travels through it [28].

Device performance in the MOSFET dosimeter is heavily based on the fabrication process,

and is particularly dependent on the thermal oxidation step in the CMOS process. In gen-

eral, thicker oxide layers allow for a larger range of allowed accumulated dose [9], [28]. More

defects at the Si-SiO
2

interface, and in the SiO
2

(typically a H-Si bond due to residual hy-

drogen during thermal oxidation), creates a device that is more sensitive to radiation. The

opposite is true as well, if one desires a device that is less sensitive to radiation. Radiation

hardening focuses on minimizing Si surface defects, and uses special techniques to dope SiO
2

,

create pure SiO
2

films, and create double layer oxide structures. There is a linear dependance

between the thickness of the oxide layer and the dose range of the MOSFET. As the number

of defects in the SiO
2

layer increases, the sensitivity of the device decreases [28].

Total damage of the oxide layer includes trapped charge (oxide charge) and interface traps

caused by irradiation [28]. This radiation damage is proportional to the total dose received.

In general, a linear function is fit to the MOSFETs change in threshold voltage response

(�V
t

) as a response to the dose received by the device [17], [28], [31], [32]. The fact that this

relationship is linear for the dose sensitive region of the device is ideal for stable measurements

for the in vivo device. Although the change in threshold voltage is the quantifiable e↵ect

that describes dose, we must back calculate what this �V
t

is for any in vivo measurements

any device will make.

3.1.2 Threshold Voltage, Drain-Source Current, and Transcon-

ductance relationships for nMOS

Relevant parameters for an nMOS Transistor are listed in equations 3.2 to 3.7.

I
DS

= µ
n

C
ox

W

L


(V

GS

� V
T

)V
DS

� (V
DS

)2

2

�
(1 + �V

DS

) (3.2)

I
DS

=
1

2
µ
n

C
ox

W

L
(V

GS

� V
T

)2(1 + �V
DS

) (3.3)
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Eq. 3.2 lists the I
ds

current in the linear region, while Eq. 3.3 lists the I
ds

current in the

saturation region [34]. Both the active and saturation region currents are considered in this

work. The linear region (Eq. 3.2) of the nMOS has a linear relationship with changes in V
t

,

due to the (V
gs

� V
t

) term. In the saturation region (Eq. 3.3) the threshold voltage has a

squared relationship to I
ds

through the (V
gs

� V
t

)2 term. Theory suggests that for a given

V
gs

, I
ds

current will increase more when V
t

decreases from radiation treatment. This is due

to the squared (V
gs

� V
t

) term in the saturation region versus the linear (V
gs

� V
t

) in the

linear region. This theory is utilized in the experimental results section of Chapter 4, where

the saturation region is used to measure backscatter amplitude in US testing because of this

increased change in I
ds

current in this region.

V
T

= V
T0

+ �[
p

2�
f

+ V
sb

�
p

2�
f

] (3.4)

� =
1

C
ox

p
2q✏N

A

(3.5)

Threshold voltage is described in Eq. 3.4, with the threshold voltage parameter described in

Eq. 3.5 [34]. Relevant shifts in threshold voltage due to the radiation is dependant on shifts

in both C
ox

and Fermi level �
f

[28].

The transconductance across the nMOS determines what the change in impedence is in the

piezo, which corresponds to the amplitude backscatter. Transconductance is the inverse of

resistance, and is described by equations 3.6 and 3.6 for an nMOS.

The top-gate transconductance is described by Equation 3.6.

g
m

= µC
ox

W

L
(V

GS

� V
T

=

r
2I

D

µC
ox

W

L
(3.6)

and body-e↵ect tansconductance is described by Equation 3.7.
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g
mb

=
�

2
p
2�

f

+ V
SB

g
m

= �g
m

(3.7)

must both be acknolaged for this device [34]. In order to determine the change in thresh-

old voltage for in vivo measurements, the measurable impedence change across the piezo is

correlated to a change in I
ds

current across the nMOS. The current drawn from the drain

to the source (and vice versa for an alternating current) in the nMOS is then translated to

an impedence change in piezoelectric transducer. Therefore, understanding the transcon-

ductance seen across the nMOS, and how this varies with exposure to radiation, is of great

importance for practical device applications. There is a linear relationship between the top

gate transconductance, g
m

and threshold voltage, V
t

.

Normally, the bulk of a transistor is connected to a ground source, or some constant power

supply voltage in MOSFET applications. However, due to the oscillating ultrasonic wave

powering of this device, there is a second transconductance formed at the body of the device.

This second transconductance is essentially a second gate voltage on the opposite side of the

bulk, and will add and subtract to the total transconductance seen across the FET. This

body transconductance is also linearly proportional to the threshold voltage. The ratio of

g
mb

/g
ms

is described in Equation 3.8.

g
mb

g
m

= � (3.8)

In most cases, � is in the range of 0.1 to 0.3, meaning that the main transconductance of

the FET is seen at the top-gate [34]. In our device, the voltage seen at the bulk will be half

of what is seen at the top-gate at any point in the periodic oscillation of the piezo, due to

a resistor bridge which halves the input voltage. This resistor bridge is used as a virtual

ground for in vivo measurements, as demonstrated in [3], [4]. The body-e↵ect transconduc-

tance is not investigated within this body of work, but it is important to mention for any

implantable dosimeter device in the future when designing a MOSFET dosimeter with an

AC voltage seen at the bulk.

The main e↵ect that ionizing radiation has in the MOSFET occurs in the oxide and at the
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oxide-silicon interface, however there can be radiation e↵ects in the bulk of the device if

there are impurities in the silicon wafer before fabrication. Since silicon wafers are formed

with extremely high purity and nearly mono-crystalline structure, it is likely that the body

transconductance e↵ects may be ignored when we look at the overall change in transcon-

ductance induced by radiation. Further investigation into the oscillating nature of the bulk,

and the e↵ect that this has on the radiation induced threshold voltage shifts will need to be

done before any implantable version of this device is made.

The radiation damage to the MOSFET is fairly permenant, however, there is some hole an-

nealing at the Si-SiO
2

junction that takes place over time This annealing can take place over

the range of days to months once the device is outside of the radiation environment [28]. Hole

annealing will not completely reset the device to the starting device parameters measured

before irradiation, but there can be shifts in the �V
t

and I
ds

if post-irradiation measure-

ments occur weeks after patient treatment. Thus, it is encouraged to do any post irradiation

dosimetry measurements soon after the dose has been recieved by the Dosimetry Dust device.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Verification

4.1 Introduction

The experimental work presented here is a precursor to the implantable dosimeter described

in Chapters 2 and 3. The first devices tested at the proton beam were an o↵-the-shelf

nMOS device, ALD1106, connected to a 750⇥ 750⇥ 750µm3 PZT piezoelectric transducer.

The total testing process, from irradiation to ultrasound response, will be described for the

ALD1106 devices. Work with the ASIC developed and described by [3], [4] has been started,

but radiation shifts and amplitude backscatter results are inconclusive thus far. ASIC work

will be further discussed in Chapter 5, Future Directions.

4.2 O↵ the Shelf nMOS

4.2.1 Experimental Procedure

An o↵ the shelf MOSFET was first chosen for experimentation due to the a↵ordability,

availability, and consistency in device performance. By first testing devices with very spe-

cific datasheet parameters, it should make testing with the TSMC manufactured Neural

Dust devices more streamlined for future work. The nMOS ALD1106 device was chosen due

to it’s similarity to the Neural Dust motes in terms of threshold voltage (⇡ 0.4V ).

Because of the importance of threshold voltage and I
ds

shifts in the MOSFET device, it was

necessary to design an experimental setup to take IV curves while in a high radiation envi-
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Figure 4.1: For the circuit setup testing for radiation dose response, we are not tying the MOSFET’s

bulk to an AC source. This is necessary to do initial characterization of the dose response of the

MOSFET. The PC was connected to the Arduino and IV interrogation board through the use of a

20 foot USB extension cord to keep it outside of the proton beam therapy room.

ronment. An IV interrogation board (Figure 4.2) was created to work with an Arduino Uno

and a MATLAB interface to take these IV curves.A cartoon of the radiation environment

setup is shown in Figure 4.1.

Due to the high dose environment, any stray high fluxes of radiation in the dose room can

a↵ect current in any integrated circuits, microprocessors, and computers involved in digital

data collection. Even the CCD/CMOS cameras used for patient monitoring during irra-

diation were seen to have the characteristic white dots due to radiation imaging, and are

replaced frequently [13], [14]. Therefore, it was best to do all initial testing with an inex-

pensive, easily replacable, Arduino setup along with an ajoining breadboarded circuit. All

equipment left in the radiation room was shielded as best as possible, and the PC running

MATLAB code for data collection was connected to the Arduino by a 20 foot USB exten-

sion cord that traversed the outside cooridor of the radiation room. The Arduino and IV

characterization board (Figure 4.2) was tested between irradiation, due to fluxes that could

have damaged any IC components.

The Arduino Uno can provide a maximum of +5V, so the o↵-the-shelf MOSFET was cho-

sen to work within these parameters. This allowed for a cheap, easy to manufacture data

collection setup, but should be discouraged for any fine measurements taken at further de-

velopment stages where finer measurements are required. The Arduino’s step size in this
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Figure 4.2: IV Interrogation Board for UC Davis. The MAX517 DACs provide the digital to analog

conversion from the Arduino. The remainder of the circuit allows for current to be translated to a

voltage which can be read in by the Arduin. A MATLAB program was written to read in and plot

the IV curves for the MOSFET. ± 9V rails were provided to the LMC6482 opamps from a set of

two 9V batteries, with polarity of one battery switched via the Arduino GND port.
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Figure 4.3: Data collection setup at the end of the proton beam. The ALD1106 MOSFET is in

its o↵-the-shelf packaging on the breadboarded circuit and connected to the Arduino. The data

collection device is sitting on a shelf that was placed where the patient’s eye would normally be

while irradiation takes place. The beam is positioned with a laser cross hair to fall directly on the

MOSFET. A long, USB extension cord leads out of the irradiation chamber to the next door room

in order to run the MATLAB code during irradiation.

data collection is fairly large, at 5V/255 = 19.6 mV.

4.2.2 Threshold voltage shift

First, the shift in threshold voltage for the ALD1106 MOSFET is measured. This data was

taken at the Crocker Nuclear Facility at UC Davis, with the setup shown in Figure 4.1 and

circuit shown in Figure 4.2.

For a standard ocular melanoma treatment, a patient undergoes a total of 4 treatments

of 14 Gy each, resulting in 56 Gy total cumulative dose. A patient’s radiation treatment

therapy was used below to determine the dose response for the nMOS ALD1106. Devices

were irradiated at 14 Gy, 28 Gy, 42 Gy, 56 Gy, and 112 Gy, double the maximum patient

treatment. 112 Gy was also examined in order to see if the device would be destroyed at

this point. The beam parameters for each of these treatments is shown in Appendix A. IV
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data was taken in order to determine the threshold voltage shifts for a set I
ds

= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Volts. Figure 4.4 is the raw V
gs

vs. I
ds

data taken with the Arduino setup, while Figure 4.5

is a zoomed in version of the raw data in Figure 4.4.

In general, the threshold voltage shifts left for increasing radiation dose. The I
ds

vs. V
ds

IV curves in Figure 4.6 were taken concurrently with the data collection of the threshold

voltage shifts. The I
ds

vs. V
ds

curves show the I
ds

shifts more clearly than the threshold

voltage data.

4.2.3 IV Curves

Because of a negative shift in the nMOS MOSFET’s threshold voltage, the amount of cur-

rent flowing between the drain and the source should increase with an increasing amount of

radiation.

As we can see in Figure 4.6, the I
ds

current quantifiably increases due to MOSFET irradia-

tion. Initially, the I
ds

current across the MOSFET decreases by 0.15mA in the V
gs

= 5V curve

after the 14 Gy dose is recieved. The I
ds

then increases for the remaining doses recieved.

Figure 4.6 implies that I
ds

is largest when the MOSFET is biased at 5V. The maximum

current generated in the device due to dose recieved is plotted in Figure 4.7. The current

generated in Figure 4.7 was taken from the V
gs

= 5V curve. Maximum post-irradiation cur-

rent was subtracted from the maximum pre-irradiation current to calculate each data point.

The change in current seems to trend linearly as dose is increased, and begins to saturate

for doses larger than 56 Gy.

4.2.4 Ultrasonic Backscatter Signal

After the irradiation work at UC Davis’s Crocker Nuclear Laboratory, the MOSFETs were

brought back to the Maharbiz lab at UC Berkeley to look for changes in the ultrasound

backscatter. Figure 4.9 shows water tank setup designed for the work done by Seo, et al. in

[2]–[4], while Figure 4.8 is the US backscatter setup used in this project.

A 750µm ⇥ 750µm ⇥ 750µm PZT crystal was used in the water tank with the MOSET’s

drain and source terminals connected to each end of the piezo.
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Figure 4.7: �I
ds

current generated in the packaged ALD1106 o↵-the-shelf device as a function of

the dose recieved. This is the maximum current shift due to irradiation, seen when the MOSFET

is fully biased at V
gs

= 5V .

The piezo is prepared for the water tank by wirebonding each end of the piezo to a PCB

pinout, and encapsulating the piezo with a UV hardening epoxy.

The steps taken for US water tank testing are described below.

1. A piezoelectric transducer is placed within the water tank for alignment (Figure 4.10A)

2. The ASIC designed by Seo and used in [4] is supplied 67mA to the +5V terminal,

41mA to the -5V terminal, and 41mA to the +3.3V terminal. (Figure 4.10B)

3. The function generator supplies a square wave clock function at 7.2MHz. The ASIC has

a setting which both halves and quarters this incoming frequency for the ultrasound

transducer. The outgoing US transducer wave from the ASIC is 1.85MHz. (Figure

4.10C)

4. A ± 20V is sent to amplify the outgoing function generator waveform that will com-

municate with the piezo in the water tank.
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Figure 4.8: Ultrasound Testing setup used to obtain the backscatter data for before and after

irradiation. The FPGA interrogation board was designed and tested by Seo, et. al. in [3], [4]. The

irradiated MOSFET is left outside of the water tank in this setup (due to being an o↵ the shelf

device ill suited for water testing), and connected to a piezo within the water tank to characterize

the backscatter response.

Figure 4.9: Maharbiz Lab water tank setup designed for the work done by Seo, et al. in [1,2,3].
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5. IMPORTANT: When the FPGA is enabled, the high ± 20V will go to the ultrasound

transducer (model: V323-SU, Olympus). The transducer must be in the water before

the FPGA is enabled. If not, very large, high voltage reflections will occur within the

transducer and damage the US transducer’s crystal.

6. The x,y, and z axes are moved on the piezo to align it with the US pulse from the

transducer. Ideally, there should be about 6 µ s between the transducer and the piezo

for a 1.85MHz interrogation pulse.

7. Check the power harvested by the piezo by connecting it directly to the oscilloscope.

Align the piezo at resonance by finding the maximum amplitude of backscatter in x,

y, and z. This is indicated by the green curve in Figure 2.2.B. Once power harvested

is maximized, backscatter data may be obtained.

8. Take data from the backscatter amplitude from the piezo from the US transducer. An

example is shown in Figure 2.2.C.

The piezo is flanked by a period of no amplitude shift on either side of the piezo, due to

encapsulation epoxy on one end, and a PCB board holding the piezo on the other. In

order to determine where the piezo is within the entire backscatter signal, one can bias the

MOSFET within the device and visually determine where the amplitude shifts downward.

US backscatter due to the epoxy and the PCB will not show any change in amplitude when

the MOSFET is biased, which makes the piezo’s region of interest easy to find visually.

Figure 4.11A shows the raw backscatter data when looking at the oscilloscope. This data is

then centered around the backscatter pulse by visual inspection on an oscilloscope, as shown

in Figure 4.11B.

Once the backscatter pulse data from the oscilloscope is recieved by the computer, a MAT-

LAB windowing function performs the data analysis as follows:

1. Absolute value of the raw data is taken

2. MATLAB function ”max” is used to find the maximum voltage spike within the

backscatter pulse and the time at which this occurs

3. Visual inspection of the raw data determines what the windowing should be around

this maximum pulse in order to capture the entire piezo’s amplitude response
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Figure 4.10: A. Overall view of the water tank setup. A piezoelectric transducer, 750µm⇥750µm⇥
750µm PZT crystal, is placed in the water tank for alignment B. ASIC designed by Seo. The ASIC

mainly varies the function generator pulse in frequency and amplitude in order to vary the US

transducer output pulse C. Function generator output settings. A 7.8MHz square wave is divided

by the ASIC to create a 1.85MHz pulse used for these experiments. The backscatter input pulse is

shown in Figure 2.2.A.
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Figure 4.11: A. Scope Raw Data for US Backscatter pulse with a 5V V
gs

bias (red) and 0V V
gs

bias

(blue). B. Scope centered around backscatter pulse. The region with an amplitude shift between

the 5V V
gs

bias (red) and 0V V
gs

bias (blue) is the piezo region. To the left of this region are US

backscatter due to the epoxy, and to the right is the US backscatter due to the PCB.

4. Area under each pulse is determined by numerical integration using the trapezoidal

method in Equation 4.1.

Z
a

b

f(x)dx ⇡ b� a

2N

NX

n=1

(f(x
n

) + f(x
n+1

(4.1)

Raw data of the piezo after this windowing function is shown in Figure 4.12. Figure 4.6

implies that I
ds

is largest when the MOSFET is biased at 5V , and will cause the largest am-

plitude shift in the piezo. The 5V bias was compared to a bias of 0
V

in order to determine

what the amplitude shift is in each irradiation step.

The amount of amplitude shift is calculated by taking a ratio shown in Equation 4.2

Area shrinkage = 100⇥
✓
1� Trapezoidal Area at 5 V bias

Trapezoidal Area when device o↵ (0V bias)

◆
(4.2)

The area shrinkage percentage is plotted in Figure 4.13. Note that as the radiation dose
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Figure 4.12: Raw Backscatter Data windowed to the piezo. A bias of 5 Volts is compared to

a 0 volt bias for each irradiation. The piezo backscatter was determined to within the period

t = [2.67, 2.85]⇥ 10�5
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Figure 4.13: Area shrinkage plotted as a function of the dose recieved. This characterization curve

corresponds to the amplitude shift of the device when it is on and biased at 5V versus o↵ (biased

at 0V).
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increases, the amount of shrinkage in the backscatter pulse also increase somewhat linearly,

before leveling o↵ around 60Gy. The percentage of decrease in the US backscatter amplitude

is subtle with this setup, with the �A range of ⇡ 1.8% between a dose of 0 Gy and a dose

of 112 Gy. With improvements to SNR in the US setup, it is expected that the backscatter

amplitude shifts will be more dramatic. Methods of reducing noise mainly include reducing

the parasitic capacitance caused by the electrical leads connecting the MOSFET outside of

the water tank to the piezo inside of the water tank. This parasitic will not be within the

actual implantable devices, which has the MOSFET wirebonded with the piezo on a single

board.

In the AC implantable version of device, a characterization curve like the one in Figure 4.13

will need to be made for multiple V
gs

bias voltages on the MOSFET. As long as the device

is pinged and read out at a known bias voltage that has a corresponding empirically created

Amplidude vs. Dose characterization curve, the in vivo dose recieved by the device can be

determined.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

A fully implantable, wireless dosimeter is a crucial step towards a closed-loop in vivo dosime-

try device. This work presents the feasability of the ultrasound backscatter MOSFET

dosimeter idea for implantation, and suggests an easy path forward to create and test the

fully implantable device using proton beam ocular melanoma treatments at Crocker Nuclear

Laboratory. The o↵-the-shelf nMOS ALD1106 devices went through the entire engineer-

ing stategy presented in Chapter 3. Threshold voltage shifts, I
ds

current flow, and the US

backscatter communication were tested for the various dosages corresponding to the UCSF/

UCD ocular melanoma treatment described in [7], [13], [14].

The data collected supports the following general trends:

1. As dose is increased, the threshold voltage V
t

decresaes and shifts to the left of the

starting position

2. As dose is increased, I
ds

increases somewhat linearly (Figure 4.7).

3. As dose is increased, the backscatter amplitude shifts linearly until approximately 60

Gy, after which the amplitude shift started to taper o↵ (Figure 4.12).

The work presented here is only a precursor to a fully implantable device which incorporates

a MOSFET and piezoelectric transducer in the same package. The e↵ect that body e↵ect

transconductance has on irradiated device performance will need to be investigated for the

fully implantable device as well.
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The device’s sensitivity and dose range is mainly dependant on the SiO
2

oxide growth step

during CMOS fabrication, given that radiation induced shifts in V
t

and I
ds

is highly depen-

dant on the creation of interface traps and oxide traps in the Silicon/Silicon Dioxide layer

in CMOS devices. This is discussed further in Section 3.1.1. Future experimental work with

this oxide growth step can lead to insights on parameters for creating interesting dosimeters

at di↵erent dose ranges and device sensitivity. Since the MOSFET is the only part of the

device that needs to be tailored to radiation specifications, many di↵erent dose ranges and

dose sensitivities can be attached to the piezo to create dosimeters for a wide variety of

radiation oncology applications.

Lastly, it would be worth developing multiple characterization curves (dose vs. amplitude

backscatter shift) for the 0V to ±0.8V bias voltage that will be seen on the gate while ping-

ing the MOSFET in vivo. With the amplitude backscatter determined for a specific dose at

a specific bias voltage, one can infer the dose recieved at the site of the implanted device.

Although there is a long way to go in terms of developing a fully implantable device specific

to the 56 Gy dose range needed by UCSF/UCD proton beam therapy ocular melanoma

treatments, the work presented here may be a good starting point in future implantable

dosimetry endeavors.

5.1 Future Work - Dosimetry Dust Mote

Work on the fully implantable devices has been started as of 2017. Figure 2.1 in the section

on Ultrasonic Power Transfer is a sample device that was prepared with a piezo attached.

Most of the work involving sample preparation has utilized a breakout board, as shown in

Figure 5.1.

It is suggested that initial radiation testing is done on these breakout boards without the

piezo in order to control the variation in backscatter that can be caused by physical varia-

tions in the piezo and piezo misalignments. Testing in Chapter 4 was performed with the

same piezo in the water tank to initially control for these issues.
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Figure 5.1: A. Breakout board designed for the piezo for IV characterization of the ASIC. B. Zoom

of the wirebonded nMOS device (This die is a reflected version of the die in Figure 2.1. During

assembly, take note of the die orientation and flip of wirebonding pads Bulk, Source, Center, Drain,

and Gate.

The nMOS devices in Figure 5.1 were brought to Crocker Nuclear Laboratory for the same

irradiation treatment done on the ALD1106 devices, however, the post-radiation results

were inconclusive for the first round of testing. Many of the devices ceased to perform post-

radiation, which is likely due to radiation induced latchup e↵ects as well as far too much

radiation damage at the Si-SiO
2

interface within the initial 14Gy treatment. For future

work in this area it is suggested to start with irradiating the devices in the range of 0-1Gy

prior to moving towards larger doses. It is also suggested to investigate the dose response

of the nMOS ASIC device with other types of radaition from readily available isotopes. For

example, one may try a strontium-90 � emitters, a cobalt-60 � emitter, or even a mixed

emitter such as caesium-137 which decays by both � and �. All three of these radioisotopes

are commonly found in small micro-curie amounts, as they are typically used for calibration

of radiation detectors.
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Appendix B

Experimental Code

B.1 Data Capture - Ids vs. Vgs

1 % Author - Stefanie Garcia

2 % UC Berkeley, Maharbiz Lab

3

4 %% Instructions:

5

6 % 1. Connect Arduino.

7

8 % 2. Write i2c

9

10 % (2.5 Optional) - run read and write checks to ensure MATLAB communication

11 % is working properly.

12 % Can check drain and gate iteration, as well as V out.

13 % When device is off, make sure all V out voltages are read into MATLAB

14 % as ZERO.

15

16 % 3. Run Data Collection Code. Code for both the ALD1106 nMOS and the

17 % Maharbiz Lab ASIC is included

18

19 % 4. Plot IV Curves

20 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

21

22 %% Connect Arduino
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23

24 % if doesnt work: go to terminal

25 % ls /dev*/

26 % current address: tty.usbmodem1411

27 % tty.usbmodem14241

28

29 clear all

30

31 a = arduino('/dev/tty.usbmodem1411','Uno')

32 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

33

34 %% Write i2cdev

35

36 dev1 = i2cdev(a, '0x2C','bus',0) %Drain Voltage - % 01011 00 - drain on ...

breadboard, gate on PCB

37 dev2 = i2cdev(a, '0x2F','bus',0) %Gate Voltage - % 01011 11 - gate on ...

breadboard, drain on PCB

38 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

39

40 %% read and write checks

41 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0) %Drain Voltage

42 pause(0.1)

43 readVoltage(a,1)

44

45

46 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %Gate Voltage

47 pause(0.1)

48 readVoltage(a,0)

49

50 readVoltage(a,2)

51 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

52

53 %% iterate drain checks:

54

55 tic

56

57 step = 1;

58

59 for i = 1:255

60 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), i*step) %Drain Voltage

62



61 pause(0.01)

62 A0 drain after amp(i) = readVoltage(a,1);

63 pause(0.01)

64 end

65

66 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0)

67 pause(0.1)

68 readVoltage(a,1)

69

70 t = toc

71 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

72

73 %% iterate gate checks:

74

75 tic

76

77 step = 51;

78

79 for i = 1:5

80 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), i*step) %Gate Voltage - up to 5V from ...

arduino

81 pause(0.1)

82 A1 gate afterR(i) = readVoltage(a,0)

83 pause(1)

84 end

85

86 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0)

87 pause(0.1)

88 readVoltage(a,0)

89

90 t = toc

91 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

92

93 %% V out checks

94

95 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0) %Drain Voltage - up to 5V from arduino

96 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %Gate Voltage - up to 5V from arduino

97

98 readVoltage(a,1) % Vds

99 readVoltage(a,0) % Vgs
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100

101 readVoltage(a,2) %V out

102 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

103

104 %% *** Data Collection *** Ids vs Vgs for ALD1106

105

106 time1 = 0.01;

107 timefix= 0.1;

108

109 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0) %drain

110 pause(time1)

111 initial drain = readVoltage(a,1)

112 pause(time1)

113

114 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %gate

115 pause(time1)

116 initial gate = readVoltage(a,0)

117 pause(time1)

118

119 initial V out = readVoltage(a,2)

120 pause(time1)

121

122 % at Vds = 0 V:

123

124 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %Gate Voltage - 0 to 5V

125 pause(time1)

126 A0 gate0 = readVoltage(a,0);

127 pause(time1)

128

129 step drain = 51;

130

131 for j = 1:5

132 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), j*step drain) %Drain Voltage ...

- 0 to 5V

133 pause(time1)

134 A1 drain0(j) = readVoltage(a,1);

135 pause(time1)

136 V out0(j) = readVoltage(a,2);

137 pause(time1)

138 end
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139

140

141 % at Vds = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 V

142

143 tic

144

145 step drain = 51;

146

147 for i = 1:5

148 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), i*step drain) %Drain Voltage - 0 to 5V

149 pause(time1)

150 A1 drain(i) = readVoltage(a,1);

151 pause(time1)

152

153 step gate = 1;

154

155 for j = 1:255

156 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), j*step gate) %Gate Voltage - ...

0 to 5V

157 pause(time1)

158 A0 gate(i,j) = readVoltage(a,0);

159 pause(time1)

160 V out(i,j) = readVoltage(a,2);

161 pause(time1)

162 end

163

164 end

165

166

167 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0)

168 pause(timefix)

169 readVoltage(a,1)

170 pause(timefix)

171

172 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0)

173 pause(timefix)

174 readVoltage(a,0)

175 pause(timefix)

176

177 t=toc
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178 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

179

180 %% *** Data Collection *** Ids vs Vgs for Maharbiz Lab ASIC

181

182 time1 = 0.01;

183 timefix= 0.1;

184

185 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0) %drain

186 pause(time1)

187 initial drain = readVoltage(a,1)

188 pause(time1)

189

190 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %gate

191 pause(time1)

192 initial gate = readVoltage(a,0)

193 pause(time1)

194

195 initial V out = readVoltage(a,2)

196 pause(time1)

197

198 % at Vgs = 0 V:

199

200 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %Gate Voltage - 0 to 0.8V

201 pause(time1)

202 A0 gate0 = readVoltage(a,0);

203 pause(time1)

204

205 step drain = 51;

206

207 for j = 1:5

208 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), j*step drain) %Drain Voltage ...

- 0 to 1V

209 pause(time1)

210 A1 drain0(j) = readVoltage(a,1);

211 pause(time1)

212 V out0(j) = readVoltage(a,2);

213 pause(time1)

214 end

215

216
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217 % at Vds = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 V

218

219 tic

220

221 step drain = 10;

222

223 for i = 1:5

224 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), i*step drain) %Drain Voltage - 0 to 1V

225 pause(time1)

226 A1 drain(i) = readVoltage(a,1);

227 pause(time1)

228

229 step gate = 1;

230

231 for j = 1:41

232 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), j*step gate) %Gate Voltage - ...

0 to 0.8V

233 pause(time1)

234 A0 gate(i,j) = readVoltage(a,0);

235 pause(time1)

236 V out(i,j) = readVoltage(a,2);

237 pause(time1)

238 end

239

240 end

241

242

243 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0)

244 pause(timefix)

245 readVoltage(a,1)

246 pause(timefix)

247

248 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0)

249 pause(timefix)

250 readVoltage(a,0)

251 pause(timefix)

252

253 t=toc

254 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

255
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256 %% Plot Ids vs Vgs

257

258 i ds = V out/330; % i ds is 5x255 double

259 %i ds0 = V out0/330;

260

261 %plot(A0 gate0, i ds0, 'k.')

262

263 hold on

264 grid on

265

266 plot(A0 gate(1,:), i ds(1,:), 'r.')

267 plot(A0 gate(2,:), i ds(2,:), 'g.')

268 plot(A0 gate(3,:), i ds(3,:), 'c.')

269 plot(A0 gate(4,:), i ds(4,:), 'b.')

270 plot(A0 gate(5,:), i ds(5,:), 'm.')

271

272 xlabel('V gs [V]')

273 ylabel('I ds [A]')

274 title('xxxxxxx')

275 legend(sprintf('V ds = %0.3f V', A1 drain(1,1)), sprintf('V ds = ...

%0.3f V', A1 drain(1,2)), sprintf('V ds = %0.3f V', ...

A1 drain(1,3)), sprintf('V ds = %0.3f V', A1 drain(1,4)), ...

sprintf('V ds = %0.3f V', A1 drain(1,5)))

276

277 hold off
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B.2 Data Capture - Ids vs. Vds

1 % Author - Stefanie Garcia

2 % UC Berkeley, Maharbiz Lab

3

4 %% Instructions:

5

6 % 1. Connect Arduino.

7

8 % 2. Write i2c

9

10 % (2.5 Optional, Code in the VGS VS IDS section) - run read and write ...

checks to ensure MATLAB communication

11 % is working properly.

12 % Can check drain and gate iteration, as well as V out.

13 % When device is off, make sure all V out voltages are read into MATLAB

14 % as ZERO

15

16 % 3. Run Data Collection Code. Code for both the ALD1106 nMOS and the

17 % Maharbiz Lab ASIC is included

18

19 % 4. Plot IV Curves

20 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

21

22 %% Connect Arduino

23

24 % if doesnt work: go to terminal (on a mac)

25 % ls /dev*/

26 % current address: tty.usbmodem1411

27 % Other address that might work -> tty.usbmodem14241

28

29 clear all

30

31 a=arduino('/dev/tty.usbmodem1411','Uno')

32 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

33

34 %% Write i2c

35
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36 dev1 = i2cdev(a, '0x2C','bus',0) %Drain Voltage - % 01011 00 - A1

37 dev2 = i2cdev(a, '0x2F','bus',0) %Gate Voltage - % 01011 11 - A0

38 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

39

40 %% *** Data Collection *** Ids vs Vds for ALD1106

41

42 time1 = 0.01;

43 timefix= 0.1;

44

45 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0) %drain

46 pause(time1)

47 initial drain = readVoltage(a,1)

48 pause(time1)

49

50 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %gate

51 pause(time1)

52 initial gate = readVoltage(a,0)

53 pause(time1)

54

55 initial V out = readVoltage(a,2)

56 pause(time1)

57

58 tic

59

60 % at Vgs = 0V:

61

62 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %Gate Voltage - 0 to 5V

63 pause(time1)

64 A0 gate0 = readVoltage(a,0);

65 pause(time1)

66

67 step drain = 1;

68

69 for j = 1:255

70 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), j*step drain) %Drain Voltage ...

- 0 to 5V

71 pause(time1)

72 A1 drain0(j) = readVoltage(a,1);

73 pause(time1)

74 V out0(j) = readVoltage(a,2);

70



75 pause(time1)

76 end

77 %}
78

79 % at Vgs = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

80

81 t1 = toc

82

83 step gate = 51;

84

85 for i = 1:5

86 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), i*step gate) %Gate Voltage - 0 to 5V

87 pause(time1)

88 A0 gate(i) = readVoltage(a,0);

89 pause(time1)

90

91 step drain = 1;

92

93 for j = 1:255

94 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), j*step drain) %Drain Voltage ...

- 0 to 5V

95 pause(time1)

96 A1 drain(i,j) = readVoltage(a,1);

97 pause(time1)

98 V out(i,j) = readVoltage(a,2);

99 pause(time1)

100 end

101

102 end

103

104

105 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0)

106 pause(timefix)

107 readVoltage(a,1)

108 pause(timefix)

109

110 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0)

111 pause(timefix)

112 readVoltage(a,0)

113 pause(timefix)
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114

115 t2 = toc

116 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

117

118 %% *** Data Collection *** Ids vs Vds for Maharbiz Lab ASIC

119

120 time1 = 0.01;

121 timefix= 0.1;

122

123 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0) %drain

124 pause(time1)

125 initial drain = readVoltage(a,1)

126 pause(time1)

127

128 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %gate

129 pause(time1)

130 initial gate = readVoltage(a,0)

131 pause(time1)

132

133 initial V out = readVoltage(a,2)

134 pause(time1)

135

136 tic

137

138 % at zero:

139

140 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0) %Gate Voltage - 0 to 0.8V

141 pause(time1)

142 A0 gate0 = readVoltage(a,0);

143 pause(time1)

144

145 step drain = 1;

146

147 for j = 1:51

148 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), j*step drain) %Drain Voltage ...

- 0 to 1V

149 pause(time1)

150 A1 drain0(j) = readVoltage(a,1);

151 pause(time1)

152 V out0(j) = readVoltage(a,2);
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153 pause(time1)

154 end

155

156 % at Vgs = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

157 t1 = toc

158

159 step gate = 10;

160

161 for i = 1:4

162 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), i*step gate) %Gate Voltage - 0 to 0.8V

163 pause(time1)

164 A0 gate(i) = readVoltage(a,0);

165 pause(time1)

166

167 step drain = 1;

168

169 for j = 1:51

170 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), j*step drain) %Drain Voltage ...

- 0 to 1V

171 pause(time1)

172 A1 drain(i,j) = readVoltage(a,1);

173 pause(time1)

174 V out(i,j) = readVoltage(a,2);

175 pause(time1)

176 end

177

178 end

179

180 % try averaging for a few seconds to reduce noise

181 % sample every 100 us, for 100 ms

182

183 %take one without the SOBP

184

185 writeRegister(dev1,hex2dec('0'), 0)

186 pause(timefix)

187 readVoltage(a,1)

188 pause(timefix)

189

190 writeRegister(dev2,hex2dec('0'), 0)

191 pause(timefix)
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192 readVoltage(a,0)

193 pause(timefix)

194

195 t2 = toc

196 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

197

198 %% Plot Ids vs Vds

199

200 i ds = V out/330;

201 %i ds0 = V out0/330;

202

203 %plot(A1 drain0, i ds0, 'k.')

204

205 hold on

206 grid on

207

208 plot(A1 drain(1,:), i ds(1,:), 'm.')

209 plot(A1 drain(2,:), i ds(2,:), 'r.')

210 plot(A1 drain(3,:), i ds(3,:), 'g.')

211 plot(A1 drain(4,:), i ds(4,:), 'c.')

212 plot(A1 drain(5,:), i ds(5,:), 'b.')

213

214 xlabel('V ds [V]')

215 ylabel('I ds [mA]')

216 title('xxxxxxxxx')

217 legend(sprintf('V gs = %0.3f V', A0 gate(1,1)), sprintf('V gs = ...

%0.3f V', A0 gate(1,2)), sprintf('V gs = %0.3f V', ...

A0 gate(1,3)), sprintf('V gs = %0.3f V', A0 gate(1,4)), ...

sprintf('V gs = %0.3f V', A0 gate(1,5)))

218

219 hold off
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B.3 US Backscatter Integration

1 % Author - Stefanie Garcia

2 % UC Berkeley, Maharbiz Lab

3

4 %% Instructions:

5

6 % 1. Load in the .csv scope data.

7 %Load the larger amplitude pulse first, "when Vgs = 0V = off".

8 %Load the smaller amplitude pulse second, "when Vgs = x volts = on".

9

10 % 2. Plot your raw data and look for the window where the PZT piezo region

11 % lies (where there is an amplitude shift)

12

13 % 3. Run Integration Code

14

15 %% Raw Data Plots

16

17 plot(second1,Volt,'b'); %off

18 grid on;

19 hold on;

20 plot(second2, Volt1, 'r') %on

21 xlabel('Time [s]')

22 ylabel('Volts [V]')

23 title('Raw Ultrasound Backscatter Data - xx Gy Irradiation')

24 legend('V gs = 0 V','V gs = 5V')

25

26 hold on

27

28 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

29

30 %% Setting window (t = 2.4 - 3.2 in this case):

31

32 % Note: Window will change for each new experiment

33 % data (second1, Volt; and second2, Volt1) is cut to size after visual

34 % inspection of window.

35

36 second1 window = second1(1000:1800);
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37 Volt1 window = Volt(1000:1800);

38 second2 window = second2(1000:1800);

39 Volt2 window = Volt1(1000:1800);

40

41 limits = [2.4*10ˆ-5, 3.2*10ˆ-5, -1.5, 2]; %window for t = 2.4*10ˆ-5 to ...

3.2*10ˆ-5 region of interest

42

43 plot(second1 window,Volt1 window,'b'); %off

44 grid on;

45 hold on;

46 plot(second2 window, Volt2 window, 'r') %on

47 xlabel('Time [s]')

48 ylabel('Volts [V]')

49 title('Raw Ultrasound Backscatter Data Cropped - 0 Gy Irradiation')

50 legend('V gs = 0 V','V gs = 5V')

51 axis(limits)

52

53 hold on

54 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

55

56 %% Plot - Checking the windowed amplitude shift:

57

58 plot(second1,Volt P,'b');

59 grid on;

60 hold on;

61 plot(second2, Volt1 P, 'r')

62 xlabel('Time [s]')

63 ylabel('Volts [V]')

64 title('Absolute Value of Raw Data - xx Gy Irradiation')

65 legend('V gs = 0 V','V gs = 5 V')

66

67 hold on

68 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

69

70 %% Windowing and Integration Calculation

71

72 Volt off C P = abs(Volt off C);

73 Volt on C P = abs(Volt on C);

74

75 [M off,I max off] = max(Volt off C P);
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76 [M on,I max on] = max(Volt on C P);

77

78 window1 = 0.5*10ˆ-6; %set the left hand window

79 window2 = 1.4*10ˆ-6; %set the right hand window

80

81 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

82 % OFF Voltage = 0V Integration:

83

84 % window around that maximum:

85 % try window size: 0.2e-06

86

87 max S off = second off C(I max off);

88 time1 = max S off - window1;

89 time2 = max S off + window2;

90

91 time1 I = find(second off C < time1);

92 time2 I = find(second off C > time2);

93

94 % remove from voltage signal

95

96 [a,¬] = size(time1 I);

97 b = time2 I(1);

98

99 Volt off C fix = Volt off C P(a:b);

100 second off C fix = second off C(a:b);

101

102 % plot checks

103 % plot(second off fix,Volt off fix, 'g')

104

105 Area off C P = trapz(second off C fix, Volt off C fix);

106

107 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

108 % ON Voltage = 5V Integration:

109

110 % window around that maximum:

111 % try window size: 0.2e-06

112

113 max S on = second on C(I max on);

114 time3 = max S on - window1;

115 time4 = max S on + window2;
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116

117 time3 I = find(second on C < time3);

118 time4 I = find(second on C > time4);

119

120 % remove from voltage signal

121

122 [c,¬] = size(time3 I);

123 d = time4 I(1);

124

125 Volt on C fix = Volt on C P(c:d);

126 second on C fix = second on C(c:d);

127

128 % Plot for checks

129 % plot(second off fix,Volt off fix, 'g')

130

131 Area on C P = trapz(second on C fix, Volt on C fix);

132

133 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%

134 % PERCENTAGE CALCULATIONS

135

136 percent shrink = 100*(Area on C P/Area off C P);

137

138 percent shift in amplitude = 100 - (100*(Area on C P/Area off C P));

139

140 %----------------------------------------------------------------------%
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